When a v-set can be equipped with a set of k-subsets so that every 2-subset of the v-set appears in exactly (or at most, or at least) one of the chosen k-subsets, the result is a balanced incomplete block design (or packing, or covering, respectively). For each k, balanced incomplete block designs are known to exist for all sufficiently large values of v that meet certain divisibility conditions. When these conditions are not met, one can ask for the packing with the most blocks and/or the covering with the fewest blocks. Elementary necessary conditions furnish an upper bound on the number of blocks in a packing and a lower bound on the number of blocks in a covering. In this paper it is shown that for all sufficiently large values of v, a packing and a covering on v elements exist whose numbers of blocks differ from the basic bounds by no more than an additive constant depending only on k.
of V appears in at least λ blocks. When λ = 1, the simpler notation of t-packing or t-covering is used.
When (V , B) is both a (t, λ)-packing and a (t, λ)-covering with blocksize k, it is a t-(v, k, λ) design.
A t- (v, k, 
blocks. Our main result is that when t = 2 and λ = 1, there exist packings and coverings whose sizes are within a constant of these bounds. Determining when these bounds are met exactly is a challenging question. In 1963, Erdős and Hanani [9] conjectured that, for fixed k and t, with all blocks of size k, a t-packing on n elements with (1 + o(1)) blocks both exist. This was proved by Rödl [20] , and has spawned a large literature (for example, [10, 11, 14, 15, 23] ). However, even when t = 2, all of these general constructions deviate from the Johnson and Schönheim bounds by an amount that grows as a function of the number of elements. Wilson [25] established that the necessary divisibility conditions for a 2-(v, k, λ) design to exist are asymptotically sufficient (i.e., for fixed k and λ, and sufficiently large v). This provides a different means to establish the Erdős-Hanani conjecture for t = 2, but also does not immediately imply that one can find packings or coverings whose sizes are within a constant of the optimal sizes. Wilson [24] earlier considered this more challenging problem for packings, but the solution for the analogous problem for coverings has remained elusive.
We focus on the case when t = 2 and λ = 1 here. Caro and Yuster state stronger results for covering [3] and packing [2] than we prove here. Their approach relies in an essential manner on a strong statement by Gustavsson [12] 
, and h | m, then G has an edge partition (decomposition) into graphs isomorphic to H .
We have not been able to verify the proof of Proposition 1.1. Indeed, while the result has been used a number of times in the literature, no satisfactory proof of it appears there. While we expect that the statement is true, we do not think that the proof in [12] is sufficient at this time to employ the statement as a foundation for further results. Therefore we adopt a strategy that is completely independent of Proposition 1.1, and independent of the results built on it.
In the remainder of the paper, we first recall relevant known results. Then in Section 3, we determine the possible structure of optimal packings and coverings, in order to determine what can remain uncovered in a packing, and what must be covered more than once in a covering. This is done in general for packings and coverings with a single hole, in order to limit any deviation from the desired bound to the manner in which a (fixed size) hole is filled. In Section 4, the most important part of the proof is established, namely that in each congruence class, one finite example can be produced. Finally in Section 5, these single examples are shown to form the required ingredients to establish asymptotic existence.
Background
To proceed more formally, we require a number of definitions and preliminary results from combinatorial design theory; related background material can be found in [1, 22] . A balanced incomplete block design (BIBD) is a 2-(v, k, λ) design. Balanced incomplete block designs have been extensively studied because of their central role in numerous applications in experimental design, coding and information theory, communications, and connections with fundamental topics in algebra, finite geometry, number theory, and combinatorics (see [5, 7] for examples). The general divisibility conditions (stated for general t earlier) require that λ
is a finite set V of elements or points; a partition G = {G 1 , . . . , G s } of V (groups); and a set B of subsets of V (blocks), with the property that every 2-subset of V lying within a group appears in no block, while every 2-subset of V with elements from different groups appears in exactly λ blocks. When K is a set of positive integers for which |B| ∈ K whenever B ∈ B, the design is a (K , λ) 
, and n is sufficiently large, there exists a (k, λ)-BIBD of order n.
Colbourn and Rödl prove a variant that we use:
is a K -PBD of order v in which, for each 1 i m, the fraction of pairs appearing in blocks having size k i is in the range
A stronger version of Theorem 2.2 is given in [26] , and a variant for resolvable designs appears in [8] .
Perhaps the most powerful generalization of Theorem 2.1 is due to Lamken and Wilson [16] . We introduce this next. Let K (r,λ) n be a complete digraph on n vertices with exactly λ edges of color i joining any vertex x to any vertex y for every color i in a set of r colors. A family F of subgraphs of 
Φ is admissible when no member of Φ is useless. 
Mohácsy and Ray-Chaudhuri prove a result for a fixed number of groups when the index is 1. [18, 19] .) Let k and u be integers with u k 2. For all sufficiently large m satisfying 
Theorem 2.5. (See
m(u − 1) ≡ 0 (mod k − 1) and m 2 u(u − 1) ≡ 0 (mod k(k − 1)),
Packings, coverings, and the optima
We use known asymptotic existence results to treat asymptotic existence of packings and coverings in the cases that a k-BIBD does not exist. We require further definitions, to extend packings and coverings to have a 'hole'.
A packing with blocksize k with a hole (V , H, B) is a set V of elements, a subset (hole) H ⊂ V , and a set B of k-subsets of V , so that for every {x, y} ⊂ V , {x, y} ⊂ H , there is at most one B ∈ B with {x, y} ⊂ B; when {x, y} ⊂ H , there is no block B ∈ B with {x, y} ⊂ B. The leave Γ of (V , B) is a graph with vertex set V ; pair {x, y} appears as an edge if and only if {x, y} H and is not a subset of any block of B.
A covering with blocksize k with a hole (V , H, B) is a set V of elements, a subset H ⊂ V , and a set B of k-subsets of V , so that for every {x, y} ⊂ V , {x, y} ⊂ H , there is at least one B ∈ B with {x, y} ⊂ B. The excess Γ of (V , B) is a multigraph with vertex set V ; the number of times pair {x, y} appears as an edge is exactly λ xy when {x, y} ⊂ H , and λ xy − 1 otherwise, where λ xy is the number of blocks of B that contain {x, y}.
A packing with blocksize k (V , B) is a packing with blocksize k with a hole (V , ∅, B), and a covering with blocksize k (V , B) is a covering with blocksize k with a hole (V , ∅, B) . A maximum packing with blocksize k is a packing with blocksize k (V , B) with the most blocks among all packings with blocksize k on |V | elements; equivalently, its leave has the fewest edges. A minimum covering with blocksize k is a covering with blocksize k (V , B) with fewest blocks among all coverings with blocksize k on |V | elements; equivalently, its excess has the fewest edges. Suppose that (V , H, B) is a packing with blocksize k with a hole, with v = |V |, h = |H|, and n = |V \ H|. Let x be a vertex in V \ H . The number of pairs on V that contain x is congruent to v − 1 modulo k − 1. The number containing x that appear in blocks of B is congruent to 0 modulo k − 1. Hence x has degree congruent to v − 1 modulo k − 1 in the leave. When the hole is nonempty, elements in the hole have degrees congruent to n modulo k − 1 in the leave. By the same token, in the excess of a covering with blocksize k with a hole, x has degree congruent to −(v − 1) modulo k − 1; elements in the hole have degrees congruent to −n modulo k − 1.
We employ specific types of packings and coverings with holes in which the leave or excess has all vertices in the hole of degree 0. For an integer n ≡ 0 (mod k(k − 1)) and an integer h 1, let δ ≡ h − 1 (mod k − 1) and ≡ −(h − 1) (mod k − 1) with 0 δ, < k − 1. Then an optimum packing with blocksize k with a hole, k-OP(n + h, h), is a packing with blocksize k on n + h elements whose leave has degree δ on each vertex not in the hole, and 0 on each vertex in the hole; and an optimum covering with blocksize k with a hole, k-OC(n + h, h), is a covering with blocksize k on n + h elements whose excess has degree on each vertex not in the hole, and 0 on each vertex in the hole. When In any packing with blocksize k on v = n + h elements with n ≡ 0 (mod k(k − 1)), no vertex can have degree smaller than δ in the leave; and in any covering with blocksize k on v = n + h elements with n ≡ 0 (mod k(k − 1)), no vertex can have degree smaller than in the excess. Indeed, choosing and Λ so that The purpose of this paper is to prove the following two results.
Theorem 3.1. There is a constant p k such that for all v k, the number of blocks in a maximum packing with blocksize k on v elements is at least v,k − p k and at most v,k .

Theorem 3.2. There is a constant a k such that for all v k, the number of blocks in a minimum covering with blocksize k on v elements is at least L v,k and at most L v,k + a k .
We establish these results in a number of steps. Treating an arbitrary but fixed value of k, in + c , c ) exists. This provides a single example for optimal packings and coverings with a hole in every congruence class modulo k(k − 1). In Section 5, we use these results to establish that there exist integers κ k and u k , depending only on k, so that whenever v κ k , there exists an h u k for which a k-OP(v, h) exists, and there also exists an u k for which a k-OC(v, ) exists. From this, because u k is fixed and independent of v, we establish Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 by filling the holes. The crucial step, particularly for coverings, is producing one example in each congruence class. We treat this next.
One example in each congruence class
In the case when h ≡ 1 (mod k − 1
), a k-OP(v, h) and a k-OC(v, h) coincide with a k-IPBD(v, h),
so we treat this situation first; subsequently the packing and covering cases differ.
Packing and covering
An incomplete transversal design ITD(k, n + φ; φ) is a set V of k(n + φ) elements, of which kφ form a hole H . The elements are partitioned into k groups G 1 , . . . , G k so that |G i ∩ H| = φ for 1 i k.
This set is equipped with a set of k-subsets (blocks) with the property that every pair of elements that appears in a group or appears in the hole H appears in no block, and every other pair appears in exactly one block.
Lemma 4.1. Let k 2 be an integer. Let 0 φ k. For all sufficiently large n, an ITD(k, n + φ; φ) exists.
Proof. Using Theorem 2.6, choose ω so that a TD(k + 1, ω), a TD(k + 1, ω + 1), a TD(k + 1, ω + 2), and a TD(k + 1, ω + 3) all exist. Delete one group in each to form an idempotent TD(k, v) for each v ∈ {ω, ω + 1, ω + 2, ω + 3}. For n sufficiently large, there is an {ω + 1, ω + 2, ω + 3}-PBD of order n + ω + 1 containing a block of size ω + 1 by Theorem 2.2. (Because α({ω + 1, ω + 2, ω + 3}) = 1 and β({ω + 1, ω + 2, ω + 3}) = 1, this follows by choosing 0 < ε < 1 4 and choosing the fraction of pairs in blocks of size ω + 1 to be 2ε.) Delete all but φ elements from a block of size ω + 1, and remove the block of size φ making a hole, to form an {ω, ω + 1, ω + 2, ω + 3}-IPBD(n + φ, φ). 
We employ some further, more specialized, combinatorial objects to treat coverings for the remaining congruence classes.
Let V be a set of elements; B be a set of k-subsets of V ; G = {G 1 , . . . , G r } be a partition of V , and H = {H 1 , . . . , H t } be a partition of V . Suppose that |G i ∩ H j | = μ for all 1 i r, 1 j t.
Further suppose that for every 2-subset {x, Proof. We consider the design on the 2rt
All blocks have size k because each ingredient contains only blocks of size k. First we show that the design is a covering with a hole on R ∪ C ∪ H t . Two elements in the hole do not appear together in a block. An element from G i ∩ H j with j < t appears in a block with each element of C ∪ (G i ∩ H t ) in D i ; it appears in a block with each element of R in E j ; and it appears with each element of H t \ G i in a block of B. Consider two distinct elements x ∈ G i ∩ H j and y ∈ G m ∩ H n with j, n < t. If i = m and j = n, then {x, y} = {a i, j , b i, j } appears in a block of D i (and also in at least one block of E j ). If i = m and j = n, then {x, y} appears in at least one block of E j . If i = m and j = n, then {x, y} appears in one block of D i . If i = m and j = n, then {x, y} appears in one block of B. Hence the design is a covering with a hole on R ∪ C ∪ H t .
Secondly, we establish that it has the correct excess degrees to be an optimal covering with a hole, a k-OC. The design has 2rt + k − 2 + y elements. Because r ≡ 0 (mod k − 1), the number of elements satisfies 2rt + k − 2 + y ≡ y − 1 (mod k − 1). The hole has 2r + k − 2 + y elements. Because r ≡ 0 (mod k − 1), the number of elements in the hole satisfies 2r + k − 2 + y ≡ y − 1 (mod k − 1). Let y ≡ −(y − 1) (mod k − 1) with 0 y < k − 1. We must show that every element not in the hole has degree y + 1 in the excess, and every element in the hole has degree 0 in the excess. We treat elements in the hole first. Each element of C appears only in blocks {D i : 1 i r}. (2rt + k − 2 + y + y) blocks, and because it appears in (2rt + k − 2 + y) − 1 pairs, its excess degree is y + 1.
Because 2r Proof. Let t 0 and r 0 be integers with t 0 ≡ 1 (mod k(k − 1)) and t 0 > 1 so that whenever r r 0 , t t 0 , and 
). Then k − 2 applications of Theorem 4.8 handle all congruence classes. 2
Asymptotic existence
Our next task is to handle not just one example for hole size in each congruence class modulo k(k − 1), but to extend to all sufficiently large orders. blocks, which is a constant independent of v. Use this to fill the hole. 2
Conclusion
For t = 2, our results establish that the elementary Johnson and Schönheim bounds are essentially the correct ones, in that the respective optima cannot differ from them by more than an additive constant. Unless this constant can be shown to be quite small, the specific value obtained for the constant is not of particular interest. Without recourse to Proposition 1.1 or a similar statement, we see no way at present to obtain differences from the bounds that are bounded by a quantity as small as (say) k in general, although it is plausible that such bounds hold.
